Filter Settings:
This diagram shows the flow direction of
water during all three settings

Figure 1-1 Shows the Valve installed on
the Vessel with Drop tube and Valve in place
Figure 1-2 Shows Example installation of multimedia filter
Including a bypass which is recommended. All installations are
Different so please consult your plumber prior to installation.

Multi-Port Valve Diagrams:

Installation / Set Up
Filling the Vessel with Filter Media
1. Place filter vessel on a solid level surface close to a drain. It is recommended to place on a concrete slab
(500 x 500mm)
2. Lower the drop tube into the vessel, dome end first, and centre it into the depression at the bottom of the
vessel.
3. Using a funnel or similar device, fill the bottom of the vessel slowly with 1x bag of filter Gravel. The filter
gravel will help stabilise the drop tube and also protect the bottom screen from blockages.
NOTE: Be careful not to spill any media in the centre drop tube.
4. Once the filter Gravel is in the Vessel, you can begin to add your desired filter material. Keep checking
the centre tube to ensure it stays centred during the filling process. Leave at least a 30cm gap from the top
of the vessel, this will allow the valve to be installed and also leave area for the media to move around
getting the best result from a backwash.

Fitting the Runxin Valve to the Vessel
The Drop tube supplied with this vessel is already cut to the exact length required for installation. The
bottom screen is pre-installed.
1. Fit the Top Screen to the Runxin valve and lock into place.
2. Install the Base seal ring then fit the valve to the vessel, ensure that the O-ring stays in place while
tightening the valve.
Installing System to Plumbing
All installation scenarios may be different so there is more than one way to connect this system. An
example provided on page 2 shows a bypass set up which would be the most ideal type of installation.
The plumber installing this system will determine which installation set up is best suited.
-

Ensure that there is a 1-way check valve mounted before and after the filtration system
Control valves should be higher than the drain
Do not directly connect the drain line to the sewage to avoid wastewater contaminating the filter
system.
This system is a refillable media vessel, and as such, will require the head assembly to be
disconnected to allow changing or topping up of filter media. Due to this, it is recommended that you
use fittings and installation techniques that are easy to remove for maintenance

Operating System with Filter Media
When a system is full of filter material, it will require back-flushing before its initial usage.
Using Carbon Media:
-

Carbon media GAC will produce a fine black powder which will discolour water and may clog up
appliances when first installed. It will need to be thoroughly backwashed before setting the valve to
‘filter’ to ensure that all carbon fines are removed. Acid Washed Coconut carbon is a preferred type
of media as there is less carbon dust which make the flushing process quicker. Run the filter on
backwash until the water runs clear, then set to ‘fast rinse’ and allow the water to run clear. Once
done, set the system to ‘filter’

Using pH Neutralising Media:
-

Calcite and Magnesium are two common types of filter media used for pH adjustments in Rain or
Bore Water. These types of media will slowly dissolve into the water over time which will mean that
they require replenishment to maintain high flow rate capacity. When first using a pH filter media,
follow the same backwash and rinse cycles as mentioned above. Test your pH ongoing and add
more filter media when the pH drops below the minimum desired level (6.8 pH). In cases where
Magnesium and Calcite are used together, add the calcite to the vessel first, then add the
Magnesium on top. Ensure that you do not over fill the vessel.

Ongoing Maintenance
When Servicing or adding media to this vessel, ensure that the correct procedures are followed as per
manufacturer’s recommendations.
Turn off the incoming water supply and isolate the system. Disconnect pipes from the head cap and
remove the manual valve. For removing filter media, you can use a siphon pump to eject the filter media.
If adding filter media (Such as Calcite), use a funnel and avoid getting any media in the centre drop tube.
Re-connect the head cap and plumbing as directed previously and backwash the filter until it runs clear.

